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1. INTI{ODUCTION

The main problem shrdied in this paper is a pseuclomonotonic plogrammrng

problern, having lineaf constraints, with amultiple right-hancl choice.^ 
T'he case in which tlie objective function is a linear function has been sttldiod

by E. L. Johnson [6], where it has been ealled "integerprogramming with continuous

variables".
D. Granot, F. Granot and E. L, Johnson [4] introduced for multiple right-

h¿nd choice linealprogramming a strbadelitive dllal and proved some duality results.

The mail pJtpor* of this paper is to genaralize these duality results to the

case of pseudomonotonic programming problemwith a nrultiple right-hand choice'

2. DEFINITIO¡IS AND PREN,IMINÀRIES

In this section we will briefly su tnmurize some basic definitions ancl properties

of the class of pseudomonotonic functions which are nonlinear and, beyond this'

nonconoave.

DEFTNTTTON 1, Afunction f:D -+ À(¡ 
= 

n") is saidto be p,seudctconvextf

(y - x)v¡(x) > o - J0) - Í(,)> o,

where Vl' is the graclient vector whoso components ¿ue the paltial derivatives of.l

ancl D is a convex subset itt -1?'¡.

Dnnl¡UrtON 2. The flinction./is saicl to ba pseudocot'tcuve if /is pseudo-

convex,
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DEFIMTION 3 . A functio n f thatis bo th ps eudo convex and ps eudoconcave is

called pseudomonotonic.- 
óuuiously, linear functions form the most important subclass of these,

generally, nonlinear norlconvex Qronconcave) functions. A more general subclass

ãipr."¿ái""notonic functions is that of thelinearfractional functions withapositive

rro*ittatot on agiven convex subset inRn (cf', e'g', B' Martos [8])'
Other rypãs ofpseudomonotonic functions which were not linear-fractional

were considrrêd, forlrrrtance, by B. Mond [9], $t.Jigan ([13], [14], [15]), C, R'

Bector and P, L. JollY [1]'
We make the oùservation that pseudomonotonic functions represent a

generalization of convex fl ctions, Another generalizatig_ly* made by B. D.

õruurt l2l, G, Giorgio and E, Mohlo [3], M' A' Hanson [5] (invex' quasi-invex'

"rà 
p.r"¿áinvex functions), T. eopovi,ciu [12] (convex functions of the order

i¡, i"a B. popoviciu [11] (quasi_convex functions of the order n),/) 
Now, let S be a nonòmpty subset of D, In a very general formulation, the

pseudomonotonic programming canbe stated as

' PM. Find

rrli"{/(')lx e s}.

Now we present a useful linearization prope{r of the_pseudomonotonic

prog.u-*irrgPM, obtainedbyK' O' Kortanek andJ' P' Evans [7] intheparticular

i^ã*nen th-e feasible set,S is a convex set, and then extended by $t. Jigan ([13],

t141, tl5l) to the nonconvex feasible set'

TgBOnnVr L Let f be a continuously dffirentiable pseudomanotonic function

on the conyex set D aid. let thefeasible set S be a closed bounded nonvoíd subset

î¡ il ThLen x0 e 
^S 

¿s an optimal solution of the problem PM if and onþ tf x0 is

ån optimal solutionfor theþllowing linearized programming problem

P(xo)' Find

rrain{v¡(r')x1." e s}'

we mention that Theorem 1 can be used as an optimality criterion.il tl'
linearization procedures for solving the pseudomonotonic programming with the

,ro.r"onu.* feasible set (see, e'g., [1], [9], U3l, [14], [15])'

3. PSEUDOMONOTONIC PROGRÄMMING WITH A MULTIPLE

RIGHT-HAND CHOICE

Thepseudomonotonicprogrammingproblemwithamultiplerightåandchoice
can be stated in the following form

P. Find

rvritt{/(t)l¿* t á, for some b e B't > 0}'
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where B is a finite set of vectors in Rtn, f is a pseudomonotonic function, and I is

a given rn x n matrix with real elements.
Let ,Sbe the feasible set of problemPM, that is,

S = {x e R"lAx> b, for some ó . B,t t 0}.

In general, the feasiblo set ,S of problem PM is a nonconvex set in,R'.

DsrlNrïON 4. The multiple right-hand choice pseudomonotonic problem P

is regular if for every b e B the partial feasible set

(1) S(å) = {x e À" ll*. b,x>0}

is a closed bounded set in R,, and there is at least one å e B such that S(b) + Ø.

In [4], for the particular case of the linear programming with a multiple

right-hand choice

(2) Min{cxl¿r, ó, for somo b e B,t t 0},

it has been introduced the dual problem of (2) as the subadditive program

(3) vra* {}r+ "çu¡1"(ei) 
< c¡,.i = 1,2,...,n and n . a},

where Aj is the j-th column of A and Il is the set of all subadditive, positively

homogeneous and monotone functions from R' to the extended real line, and by

convention

l+(t"o) = t@, l"'(t"o) = 1.6, o (tø) = (t'o)'0 = 0, -co+co - *co

for any reallu,
In the linear case, the following strong duality theorem holds (see [4])

THEOREM 2. If there is a feasible solution to (l) and íf there is a lower

bound of cx over all feasibte solutions to (1), then there exists a paír (x0, n0) oJ

feasible solutions to (I) and (2) such that tvtin æ0(å) = cxï.
heB

In the case when l¡l = t, Theorem 2 canbe strengthened to require æ to be

linear, However, in the general case for finite B, strong duality fails to hold if rr is
restricted to be linear (see [4]),

The constraints of problems (2) and P can be considered as a particular case

of disjunctive constraints, We mention thatV, N, Patkar and L M, Stancu-Minasian

[10] obtained a dualify property for fractional programming with disjunctive linear

constraints.
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4. DUALITY FOR THE PSEI]DOMONOTONIC PROGRÀMMING

\ryITH A MULTIPLE RIGHT-IIAND CHOICE

The dual problem to P is an extension of the Mond dual [9] (see also [13])
for ordinary psèudomonotonic programming. It is inhoduced as the following
pseudomonotãnic program with nonlinear constraints and having as dual variables

subadditive, positiveiy homogeneous and monotone functions from -R'¿ to the

extended real line,
DP. Find

ll/:ax flu)
subject to

(4) *(ot)rffi,i =t,2,"',n

(s) utv¡(u) < n(b), Yb e B'

TUnOnnVt 3 (weak duality). Iff is a pseudomonotonicfunction on a convex

set D íncluding the feasible set S, then for any feasible solution x of P and any

/è as ible s olution (u, n) of DP, the inequality .f (*)'- f (") holds'

Proof.From Ax > h andn monotonewe have

(6) n(ax) > 
"(b) 

for sorne b e B.

From (4) and x > 0 it follows that

But, sincerf is pseudomonotonic, it is pseudoconcave, so that (9) implies the

inequality f(u) > f(*).
THEoREM 4 (strong duality). Let P be a regular pseudomonotonic problem

wtth a multiple righrhand choice. If x0 is an optimal solution for P, then there
exists n0 e H such that (xo, n0) is an optímal solutionfor DP and the optimal
yalues of primal and dual problems are equal.

Proof. By Theorem l, x0 is an optimal solution for P if and only if it is an
optimal solution for the multiple choice linear programming problem

P(r'). rvrin{v¡(x')xl,lx > h, for some ó e B, x > 0}.

But the linearþrogramming problem with a multiple right-hand choice P(,x0)

has the following dual

| . ., , .\ aî(ro.) I,(") r'1y* n(t)ln(tt), uï, i = t,2,...,h,n e H¡.

On the other hand, since P is regular, the feasible set 
^S 

is a bounded closed

set. Then it follows that there is a lower bound on V/(.r0)x over S. Therefore, by
Theorem 2 (a shong duality theorem for linearprogramming with a multiple right-
hand choice), there exists apair (x', æ0) of feasible solutions of P(-r0) and D(x0)
such that

Y.f "'(¿) = Yf(xo)' *' ,

But

vf(x})x'> ri,r-{vf('o)' l, . s} = vf(x})xo .

Therefore, (ro, no) is a feasible solution for DP,because

"o(b) 
> v¡(xo)xo, vb e B.

But, by 'lheorem 3, since x0 is a feasible solution for P, it follows that

t(*') > r@)

for any feasible solution (u, n) of DP. Thus it results that (x0, n0) is an optimal
solution for DP.

We remark that Theorern 4 is considerably weaker than the usual
pseudomonotonic strong duality theorem [9],
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(7)

il

lx,n(,ai) < x'v¡(u).
j=1

But, since n is subadditive and positively homogeneous, it results

ÌI ,n
n(,tx) <l"l'eixi)= ) xtnl,tt 

)j=r j=r

The inequalities (6), (7) and (8) implv

"(b) 
< xtv¡(u),

from where, by (5), it follows

utv¡(u) < 
"(b) 

< xtv¡(u), for some b e B,

(8)

which rneans

(e) (x-u)tv¡(u)>0.
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In this papel we consider a pseudononotonic probiem with a multiple right-

hand choice, ïlii.h t.ptesents ap;fiicular case of pseudomonotonic programming

with disjunctive constraints,
Fór this problem rile introcluce a subadditive clual and prove weak and strong

dualify theorems. A variant of these lesults can be found in our paper [16].

in order to prove the strong duality theorem, a linearization property for

pseudomonotonie programn-ring anrl a duality theorem for multiple right-hand choice

linear programming are used,

Àttt-ugn thã results presented here are ïestrioted to the pseudomonotonic

programming-with classical linear constraints, the methods can be adaptecl and

ãpptl.A to other classes of pseudomonotonic progralnming'
-'r I 

In particular, it is possible to derive similar duality results for the multiple

right-hand choice pseudomonotonic pfogr¿ ming with gener¿lized linear corrshaints

iriDantzig,s sense or symmetric pìt tdo^ottotonic programtning [14]. Some of

these possibilities will be explored in subsequent papers'
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